Wintery Tumbler

Materials Provided:
Clear plastic tumbler & straw
Pre-cut winter themed decals
Alcohol wipe

Needed from home:
Card or something with hard edge

Step One: Wipe down the entire surface of the plastic tumbler with the alcohol wipe. Let dry.
Step Two: Look at the decals provided. Decide which you want to use and how you want to place them on the cup.
Step Three: Place your decals. One at a time, peel back the plastic top sheet. The decal should stick to the clear plastic top sheet with the red grid. If your decal is sticking to the white bottom sheet, replace the part you peeled back and place the decal on a hard surface. Using a card or something with a hard edge, rub over the whole decal with some pressure, this should make it stick to the top sheet with the grid. See video on the APL's YouTube page for visual instructions.
Step Four: Place decal and top sheet on cup where you would like it. Use card or hard edged object to rub over the decal to stick it to the cup. Slowly pull back the top sheet leaving decal on cup. If the decal lifts, press the top sheet back down and press down over decal with card again...
Repeat these steps with all of your decals until you are finished! For visual instructions watch the tutorial on the library's YouTube page.

We can't wait to see! If you can, email a picture of your finished craft toattleborokids@sailsinc.org!
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